The U.S. Coast Guard is recognized worldwide for our ability to perform diverse maritime missions over vast geographic areas. Our value to the Nation resides in our enduring commitment to protect those on the sea, to protect the United States from threats delivered by the sea, and to protect the sea itself. As a military, law enforcement, regulatory, and humanitarian Service, the Coast Guard relies upon an array of unique authorities and partnerships to enhance our capability and capacity throughout the maritime domain.

― Admiral Paul F. Zukunft, Commandant
United States Coast Guard Western Hemisphere Strategy

The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks highlighted a future operating environment the U.S. was unprepared for—one in which non-state actors hid among the legitimate populations of nation states and emerged to attack a target before fading back into the populace. This new environment required a different response by the government—one that presented a unified front, with close interagency coordination and the integration of law enforcement and Department of Defense (DoD) authorities and jurisdictions to adequately protect U.S. territory. With the creation of the cabinet-level Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the Coast Guard, specifically, saw an increase in missions related to law enforcement because its unique authority and jurisdiction allowed the department to extend U.S. borders out to 200 miles offshore and in some cases beyond. One issue with this expansion was that of control and response. How can the Coast Guard respond to known threats that far offshore in a timely manner and with the special capabilities needed to seize control of a ship with suspected threats aboard? The answer, in part, is the Maritime Security Response Team (MSRT) created in 2004 to meet the threats posed by this domain and to augment security for the three National Special Security Events scheduled that year. From this initial operating capacity achieved in 2004, the MSRT grew into an assault force capable of operating alongside Naval
Special Warfare and Special Forces in support of national tasking. The establishment of United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) in 2002 created a geographic combatant commander with responsibility for the homeland, Canada, Mexico, and the associated offshore areas. It did so without resourcing it similarly to other geographic combatant commands. The Posse Comitatus Act, along with additional policies governing the deployment of military forces within the U.S., hinders the allotting of forces to the USNORTHCOM Commander. The Coast Guard is uniquely positioned to fulfill some of the force allocation needs and capability gaps of USNORTHCOM. The MSRT can fulfill the role and responsibilities of a Maritime Crisis Response Force within USNORTHCOM and provide domestic law enforcement capabilities that DoD forces are restricted from having by Congress. Threats related to weapons of mass destruction and attacks on maritime commerce require a “unique response that combines the capabilities of both law enforcement agencies and a… special missions team.” Designating a Maritime Crisis Response Force for USNORTHCOM provides economy of force to the Nation by allocating a trained and equipped initial response to a known or perceived threat.

Figure 1 (see page 36) documents the term Combatant Commander Crisis Response Force within unclassified Army Doctrine and identifies the six existing teams. Each team aligns with a geographic combatant commander under his or her regionally-aligned Special Forces Group headquarters. USNORTHCOM is missing, as the restrictions of the Posse Comitatus Act prevent DoD forces operating domestically in a law enforcement capacity.

This article examines the requirement to designate the Coast Guard’s MSRT as the Maritime Crisis Response Force for USNORTHCOM to provide a law enforcement response to domestic maritime incidents and give the National Command Authority options for multiple domestic threats while supporting special missions units.

Attacks within the last five years in Belgium, Denmark, and France potentially indicate that the current global trend of terrorist attacks will likely continue into the near future. Geographic combatant commanders have Army Special Forces Combatant Commander Crisis Response Forces identified to respond during periods of heightened tension to both known and suspected threats. USNORTHCOM is the lone exception. This geographic combatant commander should have a similar capability to respond to domestic incidents offshore and on land. The Department of Justice has responsibility for responding to domestic terrorist incidents on land through, among other resources, the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Hostage Rescue Team. Based on current authorities and jurisdiction, the maritime response capability should reside within the Coast Guard and the DHS. The Coast Guard’s MSRT is currently trained and capable of meeting the mission requirements and demands of a Maritime Crisis Response Force for USNORTHCOM. Officially designating the units as the Maritime Crisis Response Force for USNORTHCOM mirrors capabilities inherent in other geographic combatant commands and enables both USNORTHCOM and the DHS to meet their mandate of responding to domestic threats to the homeland as it relates to threats from the sea.

The new operating environment in which the U.S. found itself following the attacks on September 11, 2001, facilitated changes within the federal government to meet the
challenges posed by international terrorism. These changes led to the establishment of the DHS, the standing up of USNORTHCOM, and the development of the Coast Guard’s MSRT. The concept development and experimentation of the MSRT by the Coast Guard led to the service’s development of advanced interdiction capabilities that enabled the Coast Guard, through the MSRT, to project law enforcement power and authority seaward to seize control of a ship with suspected threats embarked aboard two hundred miles offshore.

According to *The National Strategy for Maritime Security*:

The United States must build rapid-reaction forces to support first responders with capabilities to respond to WMD and other terrorist incidents that occur in the maritime domain. These response forces will blend the expertise and resources of the public and private sectors. They will be organized, trained, equipped, and exercised to operate in contaminated environments and manage the consequences of WMD incidents.
Specifically, they will develop and deploy capabilities to detect and identify harmful chemical and biological agents, as well as conduct casualty extraction and mass decontamination in the maritime environment.\(^6\)

This capabilities-based assessment forms the next logical step in the development of the Coast Guard’s MSRT and USNORTHCOM. The opportunity to refine coordination and interoperability between domestic law enforcement and USNORTHCOM is one that should not be overlooked and cannot be overstated. U.S. domestic law enforcement is complicated. Overlapping jurisdictions, specialties, and interests create both a creative and collaborative environment. The U.S. does not have the same level of interoperability domestically as the DoD during operations overseas. Specifically, there is not a joint force system in place that aligns the different agencies within the DHS in the same manner as it does within the DoD. The exception is the Coast Guard, which follows DoD Joint Doctrine and is a member of the Joint Force while operating within the DHS. Both the DHS and USNORTHCOM work collaboratively with federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to respond to domestic incidents. Transnational organized crime is a growing threat that is international in nature, thrives in ungoverned spaces, and has the capacity to overwhelm local law enforcement agencies.\(^7\) One of the largest and most remote areas to police is the extensive offshore territorial, contiguous and exclusive economic zones. These areas constitute a well-used avenue of approach for trade, smuggling, and attack (see Figure 2, page 39). To meet these challenges a more coordinated effort is needed between USNORTHCOM and the DHS.

The future joint operating environment is contentious. Conflict is inevitable and is interwoven into the fabric of human history. “One cannot rule out the possibility that U.S. military forces will be engaged in persistent conflict over the next quarter century. In the next twenty-five years, there will continue to be those who will hijack and exploit Islam and other beliefs for their own extremist ends.”\(^8\) The nation’s enemies work to identify existing frictions within the U.S. domestic defensive construct and exploit these seams to weaken the country internally, using its own processes against it.\(^9\) U.S. forces will continue to work in an “environment where struggle predominates.”\(^10\) The world is only getting more complicated. Transnational organized crime and international terrorism will continue to threaten the U.S. as will the rise of near-peer adversaries.

The DoD cannot bear the burden for meeting these challenges alone. The organization must continue its focus external to the domestic U.S. and prepare itself to meet growing international near-peer threats. The *U.S. Army Operating Concept: Win in a Complex World 2020-2040* outlines the Department of the Army’s, and by extension the DoD’s, acknowledgement that wars in the future will comprise the full range of military operations, from near-peer conflict to stability operations.\(^11\) It is an attempt to outline a way ahead that creates a land component capable of operating across the full spectrum of operations and do everything equally well. It can be taken as an indication of the DoD’s recognition of the threats currently in place across the globe. Despite its title, the DoD is an offensively-motivated entity, whose job is to keep the fight away from the homeland and prosecute its missions worldwide, which poses an issue for USNORTHCOM which, as a DoD entity, is the only geographic combatant...
command responsible for domestic territory and responding to threats in the homeland. Due to Congressional limits on DoD forces, USNORTHCOM is without operational assets capable of performing in a law enforcement capacity.

In addition to the threat posed by global competitors, transnational organized crime complicates the future of the U.S., as it furthers crime and instability domestically, regionally, and globally. Transnational organized crime is “deeply rooted in the preconditions for terrorism and insurgency and the thirst for power and wealth, as well as in the policies of nations that make it profitable.”

It is a destabilizing influence that contributes to declining and failing states and challenges the Westphalian system of nations constricted by international laws and agreements. Transnational organized crime keeps “states weak and incapable of effective partnership” while enabling the growth of large international organizations with the capital and capabilities inherent in nation states. People, weapons, drugs, and contraband continue to be the largest moneymakers worldwide for transnational criminal organizations, earning them billions in profit while undermining domestic governance, economies, trade, transportation, and transactional systems.

Even with the need to focus on near-peer and transnational organized threats, there remains the threat of domestic and international terrorism. Terrorists have “idealistic motives” and ideals do not die easily. The Joint Operating Environment 2008 anticipates the global war on terrorism extending into the 2030s due to the terrorist organization’s embracing of the internet to recruit and train volunteers to continue the fight. While Al Qaeda and the Islamic State are weakened, it is shortsighted to think that other organizations, with similar goals, will not fill the void, focused on supplanting the primacy of the U.S. These non-state actors are a continued threat that may potentially harness weapons of mass destruction to meet their organizational goals.

The future joint operating environment holds significant threats to the welfare of the U.S. The Nation continues to meet and oppose these threats using all its instruments of national power. Improved coordination and the streamlining of the national effort may make the response to both international and domestic threats more efficient and effective. Domestically, USNORTHCOM needs more means to improve its interoperability with the DHS and contribute to the coordinated defense of the domestic homeland.

A Maritime Crisis Response Force provides USNORTHCOM with the ability to respond to threats to the homeland originating in the littorals. U.S. Army Special Forces are regionally aligned and provide crisis response forces to each geographic combatant command with the exception of USNORTHCOM. The Posse Comitatus Act limits the missions that the DoD can support domestically. As an organization, the DoD is focused on projecting power overseas in support of U.S. national interests, relying on domestic law enforcement agencies comprised of federal, state, and local municipalities to secure the homeland using each organization’s law enforcement authorities. The issue is one of authority and jurisdiction, which Congress can change. It begs the question should an exception be made to the practice that enables the DoD to fill the requirement of a domestic-based and focused Maritime Commander’s In-Extremis Force?

Based on the Joint Operating Environment 2008, the joint force should be prepared to operate in both diverse and challenging future environments. As such, the DoD’s responsibilities and focus should remain external to the U.S. It wields a proven military capable of projecting power anywhere in the globe to enforce or impose U.S. diplomatic will on an enemy. These forces should retain their overseas focus and mindset.
Figure 2: Threat Areas


Note: This image shows what the United States Coast Guard identifies as threat areas.
The defense and protection of U.S. citizens at home is traditionally the role of federal, state, and local law enforcement and first responders. There is a different culture and mindset needed to properly do this. Though it is not completely divergent from that needed to operate offensively, it was subtle enough for Congress to recognize and codify the difference with the passage of the Posse Comitatus Act in 1878.

Much like an American football team has players that specialize in offense or defense, U.S. military and federal agencies should do likewise. The scramble to respond to the attacks of September 11, 2001, saw many federal agencies and services stepping on one another. While this has lessened over the past seventeen years, there continues to be a lot of overlap. The DoD has a role to play in securing the homeland. USNORTHCOM provides a link to training, logistics, and support that was crucial to the domestic responses to Hurricane’s Katrina and Rita, as well as to domestic law enforcement missions related to national security special events, such as the Democratic and Republican National Conventions, Presidential Inaugurations, the World Series, and the Super Bowl. USNORTHCOM’s ability as a geographic combatant command to synchronize DoD support with domestic agencies is a strength. However, it is time to take the next logical step and span of control on the external threats to the U.S. The rise of a Chinese blue water navy, a nuclear North Korea, a growingly aggressive Iran, and continued international terrorism means that the DoD has plenty on its plate without having to pick up domestic mission sets.

In adopting the Crisis Response Force model that provides the geographic combatant commander with an enhanced response capability, USNORTHCOM is better prepared to meet known or perceived threats to the U.S. with a more appropriate span of control. That capability should follow a military model but have inherent authority and jurisdictions that enable it to operate domestically and bridge the existing gap between domestic law enforcement and military special operations forces.

Any discussion regarding an existing organization’s capability must revolve around existing authorities and jurisdictions that enable domestic operations. In identifying an organization from which to produce this capability for USNORTHCOM, existing maritime capacities should be considered. As the only maritime-focused military service with existing law enforcement authorities, might the Coast Guard be the right service or agency to fill the need for a designated Maritime Crisis Response Force?

The United States Coast Guard has the law enforcement authorities to police the homeland and provide the maritime domain awareness necessary to deter, prevent, and respond to national threats in the littorals. In the era of globalized economies, the littorals have become a crucial part of a nation’s sovereignty, with agents of the government having the requirement to ensure unrestricted and unimpeded commerce encompassing nearly 90 percent of world trade adjacent to a shoreline area where the majority of a nation’s population resides. The risk associated with attacks occurring in this littoral environment is speculative and estimates range in scale from doomsday-like prophecies to
minor interruptions in the global supply chain. USNORTHCOM’s responsibility to synchronize a national response in this area currently competes with the DHS’s responsibility to do the same.\textsuperscript{24}

The Coast Guard is a uniquely positioned resource in the coordinated fight against TOC [transnational organized crime] networks in the Western Hemisphere. Leveraging a broad array of authorities and capabilities across diverse maritime missions coupled with a persistent at sea presence, the Coast Guard is a versatile and critical resource in our Nation’s larger battle against TOC networks. The Coast Guard also maintains unique capabilities and authorities to engage TOC networks in areas where they are not only unchallenged by other partners, but where they are also most vulnerable to disruption.\textsuperscript{25}

Following a tested and proven model of Coast Guard Law Enforcement Detachments working for both the Coast Guard, an agency within the DHS, and the DoD, it is possible to create a pathway whereby USNORTHCOM’s synchronization skills work collaboratively with Coast Guard assets to provide a comprehensive defense of the nation.\textsuperscript{26}

The \textit{Quadrennial Homeland Security Review} outlined the continuing concern with weapons of mass destruction and focused specifically on nuclear terrorism which “would cause severe loss of life, illness, and injury; present challenges to our economy and our free and open society; and damage the national psyche.”\textsuperscript{27} The current responsibility to respond to these incidents resides with the National Command Authority, and there is not an organization designated to bridge the local police response and more capable special missions units. USNORTHCOM needs a dedicated capability to tie local law enforcement response into the larger, national-level response. It needs a force capable of providing a short-notice, on-scene assessment of the situation in a maritime environment, capable of securing the scene for the arrival of additional assets, while fulfilling the role of an immediate response in periods of extremis.

The Coast Guard holds unique authorities and jurisdictions that make it the ideal service to provide a maritime crisis response force to USNORTHCOM. The Coast Guard can project power in territorial waters, the contiguous zone, and the exclusive economic zone outwards of two hundred nautical miles from the shore of the U.S. In some cases, such as when conducting counter-narcotics operations, the Coast Guard can assert jurisdiction even farther, making it a unique military service that can establish jurisdiction on the high seas and act in a law enforcement capacity worldwide.\textsuperscript{28} Title 14, United States Code, Section 89, states that “the Coast Guard may make inquiries, examinations, inspections, searches, seizures, and arrests upon the high sea and waters over which the United States has jurisdiction, for the prevention, detection, and suppression of violations of laws of the United States.”\textsuperscript{29} This robust authority gives the Coast Guard the status of a law enforcement agency in addition to its role as a military service and establishes jurisdiction over vessels entering and exiting the homeland. It gives the Service broad authorities to use in defense of the U.S. maritime littorals. In patrolling the world maritime commons, it is the only military service with the capacity and capability to operate side by side with law enforcement agencies domestically.

In addition to the authority and jurisdiction, a Maritime Combatant Command Crisis
Response Force must be certified, on-call, trained, staffed, and equipped to deploy and respond in response to identified or perceived homeland security threats. For protection and deterrence to be successful, maritime security forces must be visible, well-trained, well-equipped, mobile, adaptive, and capable of generating effective presence quickly, randomly, and unpredictably. The Coast Guard is an existing and known entity within the federal government that can provide the capabilities necessary to fulfill a role as USNORTHCOM’s Maritime Crisis Response Force. Municipal, state, and federal law enforcement teams “train to handle limited situations with a relatively low threat level.” The Coast Guard, as a military service, has the capability to field well-trained military units capable of operating in a law enforcement capacity and able to employ the transportation, manpower, and assets inherent to the federal government.

The Coast Guard is poised and focused on operations in the Western Hemisphere. Its efforts complement the DoD’s offensive operations with homeland-oriented defensive ones. The Coast Guard is positioned and capable now to work collaboratively with USNORTHCOM and bring its unique law enforcement authorities to the fight by providing necessary protections to the U.S. The Coast Guard is the correct agency to provide USNORTHCOM with the ability to “identify and interdict unlawful acquisition and movement of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear precursors and materials; and (detect), locate, and prevent the hostile use of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear materials and weapons” in the maritime domain and in doing so meet its charter to protect and serve the nation.

The Coast Guard holds unique authorities that can enable a domestically focused Maritime Crisis Response Force. Inherent in the Coast
Guard’s MSRT is a capability that could fulfill the role. Should the MSRT be the Maritime Crisis Response Force for USNORTHCOM?

The threats posed by transnational criminal organizations and terrorists are not anticipated to dissipate. It is the normal environment in which the Nation must carry on in the post 9/11 world. A comprehensive defense that begins two hundred miles offshore is possible with implementation of interoperability practices between the DHS and USNORTHCOM. One way to do this is to designate a DHS asset as USNORTHCOM’s Maritime Crisis Response Force. The Coast Guard’s MSRTs are uniquely qualified, equipped, and trained to provide domestic law enforcement capability to the USNORTHCOM Commander and provide the geographic combatant command with response options during high-risk, domestic incidents.

The Coast Guard is both a military service and a federal law enforcement agency. It combines the discipline and focus of a military tradition with domestic law enforcement authorities and has historically bridged the gap between domestic law enforcement and the U.S. military. Department of Defense Directive 5100.01, Functions of the Department of Defense and Its Major Components, acknowledges that the Coast Guard is “a unique Military Service” that “shall develop concepts, doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures and organize, train, equip, and provide forces to...conduct maritime homeland security and counterterrorism operations.”

The service’s Tactical Law Enforcement Teams deploy Law Enforcement Detachments in support of combating transnational organized crime missions along the Caribbean and Eastern Pacific drug trafficking corridors. When deployed, these small teams operate under the United States Southern Command geographic combatant commander and transfer their tactical control to the Coast Guard when operating in a law enforcement capacity. Domestically this model could work for USNORTHCOM, whereby the MSRT functions in the capacity of a Maritime Crisis Response Force and responds to domestic threats as an agent of both the Coast Guard and USNORTHCOM.

The MSRT is uniquely suited to fulfilling the role of a domestic Maritime Crisis Response Force. The unit “is a ready assault force whose members are trained in maritime security, law enforcement boarding procedures, force protection and environmental hazard response within a tactical law enforcement operation.”

USNORTHCOM’s leveraging of these abilities increases the security of the Nation by providing a response capability to the geographic combatant commander, who, in turn, forms a close working relationship with the Coast Guard’s operational commanders and intelligence programs and through them a closer relationship to the DHS. Over its 227 years, the Coast Guard has accrued many law enforcement authorities, only some of which are currently leveraged. Its ability to operate in domestic littorals, develop information on shipments moving through the exclusive economic zone, contiguous zone, and territorial seas and to project law enforcement authority throughout provides a capability that is not mirrored within the DoD.

With the development of MSRT Chesapeake in 2004, the Coast Guard enhanced its traditional role by developing a unit trained for advanced interdiction missions. This unit trained rigorously to meet the demands of this specific mission set and aligned with the Coast Guard’s obligation to “provide forces to [geographic combatant commanders] to perform activities for which those forces are uniquely suited.”
MSRT as an adaptive force package is comprised of members from the direct action section, the precision marksman observer team, and the chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, high yield explosive team with small boat delivery teams. In the case of domestic threats related to maritime infrastructure and weapons of mass destruction, the geographic combatant command is USNORTHCOM. The Coast Guard’s law enforcement authorities give the MSRT the unique capabilities that differentiates it from similar DoD special operations forces. “The MSRT, appropriately called a ready assault force, conducts maritime threat response unilaterally or as part of an interagency adaptive force package. The teams are capable of interdicting, boarding, and verifying threats, and when required, engaging in offensive operations against a hostile threat.” The ability to operate domestically within the constraints imposed by Congress in the Posse Comitatus Act make it an ideal force to “identify, deter, mitigate, and counter threats to maritime commerce.”

The nexus between criminal and terrorist networks is significant and evolving, and the threat to our nation’s security demands that we collectively explore regional whole-of-government approaches and determine the potential . . . roles for countering and diminishing these violent destabilizing networks.

A complementary, domestic-focused force is needed to provide the USNORTHCOM Commander with response options. The solution exists and can be implicated through the drafting and implementation of policy between the Coast Guard and USNORTHCOM. Maritime Security Response Teams exist and are suitable for the mission sets expected of a domestically-focused Maritime Crisis Response Force. Designating them as USNORTHCOM’s Maritime Crisis Response Force puts the units on parity with other geographic combatant commander’s crisis response forces and provides USNORTHCOM and its component Special Operations Command North a specialized team capable of conducting domestic maritime operations offshore.

The Coast Guard is a service that is thoroughly trained and motivated to respond to short notice threats in the U.S. Its members operate intuitively, arriving on scene, assessing the situation, and then acting in accordance with the commander’s knowledge and experience.
This cultural experience, combined with the service’s unique law enforcement authorities, make Coast Guard forces ideal force multipliers to the USNORTHCOM Commander.

Designating the MSRT as USNORTHCOM’s Maritime Crisis Response Force formalizes relationships and practices that the public believes already exists. As currently structured, the DoD is not able to fulfill the mission sets required of a domestic-focused crisis response force for the maritime environments covered by USNORTHCOM without a change in laws and legal authorities associated with the Posse Comitatus Act. To operate domestically in a law enforcement capacity requires Congressional legislation to give specific units the statutory authorities necessary to operate within U.S. borders. The Coast Guard’s MSRTs are currently trained, equipped, and on call to serve in the capacity of a Maritime Crisis Response Force. They require no change in statutory authority and only lack a formal designation and endorsement of that capacity as well as a defined way in which they may be called upon in time of need. The Coast Guard’s law enforcement authorities make it the ideal choice to operate in the nation’s littorals and provides a law enforcement and military capacity to USNORTHCOM and the DHS. This choice enhances the fight against transnational organized crime, while freeing up DoD special operations forces to operate offensively against terrorism and transnational organized crime overseas. Taken collectively and collaboratively, the DHS and the DoD complement one another, just as the offensive and defensive players complement a football team. Formally designating USNORTHCOM’s Maritime Crisis Response Force improves the nation’s response to maritime incidents, which enhances national resiliency against external threats and more efficiently protects the American people. IAJ
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